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Editorial

A hundred years will not suffice .

Can you imagine the aristocratic son of a lawyer, member of a company of financiers,
who was actively involved in public life, also doing pioneering scientific research? Nothing
is impossible. This incredible combination did exist in flesh and blood in the form of
Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier (1743-1794). Lavoisier showed a preference for studying science
at school, and at age 20 joined his father's friend, Guettard, to work on the preparation of a
geologic atlas of France (I). Along with this assignment, he also prepared two memoirs on
the analysis of gypsum, and participated in a competition sponsored by the Royal Academy
of Sciences on the best means of lighting the streets of a large city. His brilliant performance
in all these activities got him elected to the Academy at the young age of 25. However, it
was in 1772 that he started his studies on combustion, which he continued for about 20
years, and for which he is best remembered. Till his time, combustion was thought to
involve loss of an inflammable principle, phlogiston. The theory was accepted, and even
vociferously defended, although it could not explain why the weight of some substances
increased after combustion. It was Lavoisier's elegant experiments coupled with his unfettered
thinking which led to an alternative way of looking at the process. Lavoisier postulated
that combustion involves combinatin with air. After the discovery of oxygen by Priestley,
Lavoisier also demonstrated that the part of air involved in combustion was the one
discovered by Priestley. Ironically, Priestley clung to the phlogiston theory till his death.
Next, Lavoisier, on the basis of experiments, drew parallels between combustion and
respiration in that both utilise oxgen and produce dioxide. Although Lavoisier himself was
superb at fabricating as well as procuring the most precise apparatus, he benefited from
collaboration with the physicist, Laplace, the inventor of the ice calorimeter. Using the
calorimeter, they demostrated that the heat given off by a ginea pig in 10 h melted 13 oz
(about 360 g) of ice, and over this period a guinea pig produces 224 grains of carbonic acid
(as carbon dioxide). Further, they calculated that if carbon was oxidized to produce the
same amout of carbon dioxide, lOA oz of ice would have been melted (2). The close
correspondence between the figures provided quantitative support for comparing respiration
and combustion. Lavoisier performed further studies, many with his student Seguin, which
today appear far ahead of his times. For example in one series of experiments, in which
Seguin himself was the subject, they demonstrated that basal oxygen consumption was
increased 10% as a result of exposure to cold, 50% after taking food, 200% by exercise,
and 300% as a result of a combination of food and exercise. Here we have a remarkable
range of facts about metabolism, reasonably aCCurate results, all derived from experiments
on just one subject, 200 years. ago.

Lavoisier ~,ad many plans for extending his studies but unfortunately that was not to
be. His association with Ferme generate, a company responsible for collection of some
indirect taxes, invited the wrath of the revolutionaries. After he was guillotined of 8 May
1794, his friend Lagrange whispered, "It took but an instant to cut off his head; a hundred
years will not suffice to produce one like it!"
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A Send-Off Tribute to Dr. Usha Nayar, Executive Editor
(April 1988-March 1994)

Editor hide behind a cloak of anonymity and believe they do it out of modesty, while
the readers know that they do it so that they can rebuke and seromonise without being
identified. Be that as it may, one result of the anonymous screen is that you might have
hardly noticed that with this issue the reins of I1PP are no longer in the able hands of
Dr. Usha Nayar. In the six brief years during which she provided the journal her committed,
firm and goal-orientcd guidance, the journal has acquircd a new look, a new image. The
covcr is brighter, the page size is larger, and the print is clearer. These cosmetic changes
count, but what maLlers more is the substance. The journal is now publishcd punctually,
frequently carries informative review articles by eminent experts, and has regular editorials.
As a result, the journal has started atLracting a larger number of articles, which allows us La

apply appropriate criteria of selection. In spite of a more rigid selection, we now have a
sizeable backlog of acceptcd articles. An author may not like the idea of seeing his article
in print only six months after its being accepted, but the situation is very convenient for the
printer who now receives material for the whole issue in one block well in advance. In
short, whilc the journal has grown six years older under Dr. Nayar's loving care, its health
has vastly improved (gives experts on aging something to think about!).

How did Dr. Nayar do it? First, her bubbling enthusiasm, and second, her endless
sLream of new ideas to feed the enthusiasm. And, finally her insistence on Lruth, justice and
perfection. No friendships, which she is blessed with in plenty, were ever allowed to
interfere with editorial decisions. Personal factors were always kept at a distance from
professional conduct. Her stewardship of the journal will be missed so much that her
guidance will continue to be sought informally even while she is out of office.

Usha Nayar, Usha Nayar
What a great Editor!
I J P P and A P P I
Are sorry to say you good bye.


